Universal aspects of collective behavior in chemotactic systems.
We investigate the collective dynamics of particles (e.g., microorganisms) interacting via chemotactic gradients. Specifically, we focus on continuum models for chemotaxis that include a damping of the chemical production with increasing local particle density and/or systems where the chemotactic sensitivity is reduced with increasing local concentration of the chemical. Using a recently introduced perturbative method [Phys. Rev. E 98, 020603 (2018)10.1103/PhysRevE.98.020603], we show that the onset of particle clustering in these systems is described by the universal Cahn-Hilliard (CH) model. On the one hand, this establishes particle-conserving models for chemotaxis as a further example for the universal class of nonequilibrium demixing phenomena we call active phase separation. On the other hand, the reduction to the CH model allows an analytical determination of suitable parameter ranges wherein, e.g., the transition to spatial density modulations is continuous and/or undesired blow-up solutions can be avoided. A comparison between the numerical solutions of the chemotaxis model and the derived CH model also provides the parameter range where the basic chemotaxis model behaves like other systems showing active phase separation, including the coarsening behavior in two spatial dimensions. Our approach highlights how basic principles of pattern formation theory allow the identification of common basic properties in different chemotaxis models.